Date: 6 December 2013

MVA won the Design Competition for Pingtan High Speed Rail Station Transport Hub:
Through Achieving truly Seamless Multi-modal Integration

In July 2013, MVA was invited by the Planning Bureau of Pingtan Comprehensive Pilot Zone to join the Design
Competition for Pingtan HSR Transport Hub. Other participants were Atkins China Limited and Wilbur Smith
Associates Consulting (Shenzhen) Limited.
Located in the Eastern part of Fujian Province, and with a land area of 393 km2 and a population of 390,000,
Pingtan is the closest city to Taiwan, separated only by the Taiwan Strait. The Pingtan High Speed Rail Station Hub
is centrally located in the Pingtan Comprehensive Pilot Zone. The hub will provide a variety of transport modes
including National High Speed Rail, Intercity Rail, metro, bus, intercity coach, taxis and cars. The planned land-use
surrounding the hub includes commercial and residential areas as well as convention and exhibition centres. The
study area for this competition is confined to the High Speed Rail New Town Development Zone, covering an area
of 862 hectares.
The objective of this competition seeks to develop the Pingtan HSR Transport Hub into a state of the art
intermodal facility with efficient interchange and environmentally friendly facilities for passengers. At the same
time, the transport hub should stimulate the urban development of Pingtan and thus promote the status and
image of the city. The focus of the competition includes functional positioning of the transport hub, patronage
and size of the various intermodal facilities, circulation and layout logistics of the various traffic and transport
facilities, as well as external traffic circulation and planning.
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On October 17th, 2013, the expert panel met to evaluate the competition entries. After deliberation, MVA was
awarded first place with technical scores far above the other participants.
###
Press contacts:
Louis Chan
Email: louis.chan@mvaasia.com

About SYSTRA
MVA is a global transportation specialist and leading market research consultancy with its operation established
in Asia since 1970s. Its Asia headquarters, located in Hong Kong, operates through offices in Mainland China,
Singapore, Thailand and other various project offices across the region. MVA is a SYSTRA Group company.
SYSTRA is a world leader in transport engineering. In 2012, SYSTRA had a turnover of €406 m of which 53% was
from international projects. We employ 3,400 people throughout the world and have managed over 3,500
contracts in 150 countries and 350 cities.
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